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Minutes of the Standards Committee of  

Wilburton Church of England Primary School 

6.30pm Monday 23rd November 2020 – Via Zoom 

Present: David Aston - Head (DA), David Gould - Chair (DG), Clare Sadler (CS), Anthea 
Dodson (AD), Richard Nicoll (RN), Tim Hughes (TH), Liz Taberner (LT), Victoria Michelson 
(VM), Chris McIntyre (CM), Louise Tipler (LTi) 

In attendance: Trudie Davidson - Clerk (TD)  

No Minute Action 
1 Welcome and Apologies 

 
DG welcomed all to the last of the combined mini FGB meetings. From 
January 2021 we will be reverting back to separate committee meetings. 
This is also the last formal occasion this year (albeit virtually) that we are 
meeting. DG reiterated his previous heartfelt gratitude on behalf of the 
governing body to DA for the manner he has led the school through the 
pandemic and also to Angie, Clare and all staff for their hard work and 
support of DA and for restoring the enjoyable learning experience for the 
children.  
 
No apologies had been received. The meeting was quorate 10/10 
 

 

2 Declarations of Interest 
 
None received.  
ACTION: Clerk to check all annual forms have been received.   

 
 
 
Clerk 
 

3 Matters to be raised under Any Other Business 
 
DG – HT wellbeing. 
 

 

4 Minutes of last meeting (12 Oct Resources Mini FGB) 
 
i) Accuracy - Agreed to be a true and accurate representation of the 
meeting. ACTION: Chair to print, sign and deliver to school for 
filing. 
 
ii) Matters arising and actions –  
 

• Development funding – RN contacted CCC who deal with the 
S106 arrangements. Original suggestion was that the school 
is full and there is no space on site for anything else. RN 
noted the temporary classroom that could be made 
permanent. Waiting to hear back. Will chase again before 
Christmas.  

• EGM was held.  
• H&S monitoring visit – c/f 
• AD and DA did attend budget consultation.  

 

 
 
 
DG/TH 

5 School Attendance (papers made available)  
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DA noted there was an addition in the Attendance Policy. Governors agreed 
this should be RATIFIED. 
 
Q. Has there been any progress with the families who had previous 
concerns?  
DA – one has returned, another family with 2 children are still not attending 
due to COVID concerns. 
 
More children are on Pupil Premium and the ‘not attending row’ lists 5 
children – 2 of whom are concerns, 2 travelling, 1 delayed reception start.  
 
Also included headline figures on attendance – this does fluctuate a lot. 
Most are attending most of the time although some are being kept off a 
little bit more than normal which is to be expected. 
 
Q. Is there any feel for comparison with similar schools in county?  
DA – We did end up triggering the LA threshold one day as just tipped 
below 10% non-attendance, although there wasn’t any issue with the LA 
and this seems fairly standard. 
 
Q. Are we not far off where we would normally be on attendance?  
DA - Yes. We have not issued any letters or penalty notices to date and 
have only a small handful of non-authorised. 
 
Q. The two days of exclusions – are these separate students or the same 
student? 
DA – This is one student for two consecutive days. 
 
Q. Would it be a fair assessment, bearing in mind what they been through 
recently, this might have caused some of issues for exclusion? 
DA  - partially true in some cases but probably a consequence of being quite 
firm on values and expectations. Some instances are not being able to be 
safe in the classroom which requires time to plan and put support in place 
before building time back up in school.  
 
Q. Do we have an idea of attendance for FSM’s and vulnerable groups? 
DA - FSM attendance is lower than the whole school average.  
 

 
 

6 School Library Designs (papers made available) 
 
DA noted he had asked for four quotes and have three so far. Governors 
discussed the quotes in terms of value for money, expertise and delivery. 
 
Q. Were they all given a specification to work to or did you ask for a design 
as the quotes are quite different?  
DA – we asked for a design. We forwarded initial designs so could see our 
plans and adapt and tweak them. 
 
Q. Do BRW specialise in this area? If so this would be why their quote is 
higher? 
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DA – yes school libraries is all they do and I have seen their work in a 
previous school. We first spoke to them the summer before last and they 
came out and talked about our plans. They manage everything. They 
contract and project manage to get it done to their specification and 
standard.  
 
BRW will include everything except wallpaper and murals. DA has received 
an email from the Rotary Club Ely who have agreed to fund these.  
 
One governor noted DG Building’s quote is odd as it contains an estimate 
for garage extension. May be a template but not getting that right does not 
come across as professional. 
 
Q. We would need a quote for artwork?  
DA – The panels in the library design are included in BRW’s quote. Not sure 
how much it would be if it had to be done separate – possibly £400-600. 
 
Q. Do the quotes include lights and switches?  
DA - Nothing in Zac Construction for electrical. Lighting Is needed in that 
area for reading. BRW - £9430 plus electrical connecting (£10,000?) 
 
Q. Suggest that BRW include the most, they project manage and appear the 
most professional. Did they meet expectations in the previous school? 
DA – Yes, there wasn’t any snagging and was professionally done. Their 
subcontractor onboarding is complicated and takes a year and they only 
use them when they are completely happy. 
 
One governor noted their website has video of finished projects.  
 
Q. Is there a deadline for the project? 
DA – aiming for the Easter holidays. 
 
Q. Does the quote from BRW include a warranty or guarantee? And it may 
be worth negotiating the payment terms of 50% up front. 
AD – the payment terms are fairly standard now.  
TH – the quote mentions a 12 month guarantee on shelving and 
installation. 
 
It was proposed that as BRW are specialist company, and would project 
manage which takes added stress away from David and the SMT, it was 
worth accepting their higher quote.  
 
Governors voted and AGREED the quote from BRW should be accepted. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 School Data Targets 2021 (papers made available) 
 
DA noted he had asked teachers to consider assessment so far and set 
ambitious and realistic targets for end of year. Figures in brackets are 
Fischer Family Trust (FFT) benchmark figures. DA looked at all differences 
between the two to see why they would be different? In some cases it was 
because they are not attending at moment, some because of where they 
may have struggled over lockdown and need to catch up first. Have 
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identified quite a few children who need more support to get them back 
where they were.  
It is a starting point of where we think they will be at end of year with extra 
support for those who need it over spring/summer terms. 
 
Q. Are you happy and feeling more confident now generally about figures 
than you were in October. Are things moving in right direction?  
DA – yes very happy with the quality of teaching, targeted at needs, how 
effectively teachers are planning, and really happy with the progress I can 
see children are making and the standard, given what’s happened. It is 
different to other years but I am delighted with the interventions that are 
going on – most very short, and children are responding well and we are 
seeing individual examples of progress made.  
 
Q. Are the FFT benchmarks general for students at that point or are they 
tailored to a cohort? It can be quite hard with small cohorts as one or two 
make a massive difference. 
DA – it takes children’s characteristics on the census ie PP, additional needs, 
prior attainment, etc and groups nationally within those and looks at the 
average child making average progress. We can break it down smaller but 
groups of say 3 children are meaningless really. 
 
Q. There is a big gap for writing targets in year 6?  
DA – the school target is 47% and FFT is 80% - we are hoping that is a 
starting point before we add extra support and use catch up funding to 
target individuals – hope this will improve. There are three in that group 
who should go up. We are down 12% to start with due to attendance.   
 

8 Policies (papers made available) 
 
i) Anti-bullying: 
 
DA noted it was the school’s Anti-Bullying Week this week. They have 
looked at the old policy and other schools’ policies and found a lot to be 
wordy. Thinking about the audience being the children, and wanting them 
and parents to know this policy well, it needs to be clear. Looked at leaflets, 
videos and decided on a poster. Has to be accessible and can be put in 
school and on the website. It is linked to a form for the reporting and 
recording process making that simpler and transparent and clear on how to 
follow up. 
 
Governors agreed it was refreshing to see it in this format and nice to see a 
visual policy which would be simple to access.  
 
Q. Do staff know what to do?  
DA – yes it’s been a while since we looked at it and yes we do need to look 
at it with staff and talk through with them. 
 
Q. Is there a separate policy on staff bullying?  
DA – this is covered in the staff Code of Conduct and the Managing 
Allegations Against Staff Members policy.  
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Governors agreed this should be RATIFIED. 
 
ii) Assessment (Part 1) 
 
DA – this reflects current practice. EYs continue to do assessments 3 times a 
year using Tapestry to help. Year 1 -6 have moved from 3 times to twice – 
halfway and end of year. This reduces some of the time lost from teaching 
and links in with parent consultations in middle of year and helps in 
thinking about pressure on children and staff members.  
 
Governors agreed this should be RATIFIED. 
 
iii) Curriculum  
 
DA – there is a new bit on reading and it is still evolving. During summer 
months we accelerated our work on curriculum. A lot of work teachers 
have done sits behind this. Slightly different approach to some other 
schools who have a knowledge rich curriculum and knowledge content has 
been thought a lot about but also trying to be quite specific and focus so we 
don’t waste time, and want to add a skill. 
 
Q – Is there a title above for each of the two columns – Knowledge/Skill? 
DA – no will put these in. 
 
We are hoping, as it becomes more familiar, all teachers will know what the 
purpose of each subject is and what trying to achieve. In larger schools they 
can have one or two teachers who specialise in a subject but as we are 
small we would like all teachers to know about all subjects, what comes 
before and what after so that anyone can feel confident talking about why 
we do what we do.  
 
One governor notes it was good to see a focus on emotional wellbeing and 
you can see a lot of work has gone into it. Thank you. 
 

9 Safeguarding 
 
DG noted he, DA and Dawn had a zoom meeting to check the Single 
Central Record. A few small things came up but no issues.  
 
Going forward - need to consider a new named governor responsible 
for safeguarding. ACTION – Add to agenda for next FGB. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
DG/Clerk 
 

10 Committee Membership 
 
CM and LTi will join the Standards Committee. DG will be Acting Chair.  
 
DG noted the Standards Committee Terms of Reference have not been 
updated recently. DG will revise and these will then need to be approved by 
the FGB. ACTION: Add to agenda for next FGB. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
DG/Clerk 
 

 11 Any Other Business 
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DG – HT Wellbeing: HT wellbeing has been a constant concern for 
many years and it features regularly in HT performance management 
process and in discussions outside of the school environment. It is 
fair to say since the pandemic the FGB has focussed on supporting 
DA by cutting down on procedures and keep meetings short and less 
labour intensive than previously.  
 
Although the current finance situation makes it difficult for DA’s work 
life balance it now does allow some designated time outside school 
every other Thursday.  
 
DG and DA have a 1-1 meeting later this week to discuss where 
governors can improve support for DA further.  
 
DA – Thank you – it is definitely true HT wellbeing has always been a 
priority and this comes through in all governor meetings with good 
questions and supportive discussions. Having Angie and Clare, who I 
have total faith in and can rely on, means when I do go out I get so 
much done. I really appreciate the support and am lucky to have that.  
 
AD – Can I attend the Zoom Christingle Service?  
DA – yes although need to check there isn’t a participant limit 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The meeting closed at 7.46 pm 

Action Who Complete? 
Minutes- DG to sign off and return to school for 
filing 

DG/TH  

Pecuniary Interest Forms and Code of Conduct Clerk  
Agenda item - Safeguarding DG/Clerk  
Agenda item – Standards Terms of Reference DG/Clerk  

 

 

 

 


